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why liberals are so physically monstrous and repulsive - no one wants to hear that they are ugly it is a physical
manifestation that one is not attractive enough for the opposite sex to pass on their genes, george clooney pens letter to
parkland students deadline - george clooney has penned a letter to parkland students telling them you make me proud of
my country again, george will jewish world review - archives 07 30 18 our socialist president 07 26 18 today s trade
warriors don t care about the evidence 07 21 18 menendez was meant to be safe is this how new jersey s 46 year drought
ends 07 17 18 beware the helsinki republicans and that includes our america last president 07 14 18 don t fix baseball even
if it s broken 07 12 18 trump says mueller s appointment was unconstitutional, what liberals don t understand about
angry white men - what liberals don t understand about angry white men no it s not that they don t understand it it s they
don t want to understand it, godless the church of liberalism ann coulter - godless the church of liberalism ann coulter on
amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers if a martian landed in america and set out to determine the nation s official
state religion he would have to conclude it is liberalism, comment opinion and discussion from the guardian us the latest opinion analysis and discussion from the guardian cp scott comment is free but facts are sacred, bill maher offers
mitt romney 1m to wrest country from - bill maher offered mitt romney 1m to take over the u s noting that when romney
ran in 2012 i was so scared i gave obama a million bucks, breitbart tv latest news breitbart - breitbart tv is the home of the
hottest video on politics world events culture and media, comments save the bala falls - you can send us a comment
using the box at the bottom of this page, new apostolic reformation deception in the church - seeds soil fruit by sandy
simpson this dvd is a message based on this article bad seeds from a bad tree yield bad fruit matt 13 38 39 the field is the
world and the good seed stands for the sons of the kingdom, list of political catchphrases wikipedia - the following is a
list of political catchphrases that is distinctive statements uttered by political figures that have gone on to become well
known catchphrases may originate as political slogans as portions of prepared speeches or from spontaneous utterances
including gaffes most catchphrases are in the form of sound bites, sarah sanders laura bush take down is absolutely
perfect - if it was so heart breaking to laura why didn t she insist that george w fix it or why doesn t she ask georges brother
from another mother bill clinton why he didn t fix it when he was there for 8 years like laura s hubby george w, ann coulter
archives jewish world review - ann coulter archives 09 17 15 donald trump the only people who like him are the voters 09
10 15 refugees another one for the not our problem file 09 03 15 how to write a new york times op ed in three easy steps 08
27 15 small but honest columnist again forced to correct highest rated show on cable tv 08 20 15 fox news anchored in
stupidity on 14th amendment, ssc endorses clinton johnson or stein slate star codex - trump s not in that crowd but
does anyone think he disagrees with it can anyone honestly say that trump or his movement promote epistemic virtue, gop
tax plan will be a bad hombre for the california - dr housing bubble blog focusing on real estate and investing, political
ideologies useful notes tv tropes - these are the basic political ideologies that are prevalent in contemporary times of
course these are largely simplified and most people don t, trump calls new anthem policy worse profootballtalk - when
the nfl changed its national anthem policy in may the owners hoped in part to appease president donald j trump they failed
the president has continued to periodically slam the nfl over the anthem issue, wife of man attacked by teens during
carjacking speaks - best ways to celebrate 4th of july in baltimoreultimately patriotism is one of the driving forces that
keeps baltimore united as a community and it shows in the pride the city takes in the multitude of events offered for this
night remembering the birth of the nation so if you are looking for some patriotic release or just want to have some fun on
the one and only summer holiday consider, the daily show with trevor noah series comedy central - trevor noah and the
world s fakest news team tackle the biggest stories in news politics and pop culture, movies the washington post - jason
statham goes after a prehistoric 75 foot shark in this so so summer popcorn flick, donald trump statement on puerto rico
puerto rico 51st - donald trump statement on puerto rico donald trump made a statement on puerto rico s status during his
presidential campaign there are 3 7 million american citizens living in puerto rico, it s a god thing productions - 06 23
2018 restaurant owner kicks out sarah sanders 06 22 2018 china has aimed lasers at us military aircraft at least 20 times in
pacific official says, amazon com being nixon a man divided 9780812995367 - find all the books read about the author
and more, trump s rush to judgment on syria chemical attack the - on sunday president trump announced his intention
to make those responsible for an alleged chemical weapons attack on douma including the syrian government and its
russian and iranian allies pay a
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